Kaye Kelly Group - Live At Sorensen

ERIC CARLSON

In celebration of their new CD, entitled "Coming Undone," the Kaye Kelly Group had a CD release party Thursday at the Sorensen Center. The group combines an excellent mixture of music on keyboards, guitars, drums, piano, and even the bongos.

Before Kaye Kelly took the stage, the crowd welcomed the opening act, which was a female solo artist, Kristin Cifelli, equipped with her acoustic guitar, serenaded the audience with her soft and sweet vocals.

She played a six song set, which included tracks called "Sad Place," "Tell Me," "Sorority Girl," and "Love Your Hurt." Cifelli warmed up the Sorensen for the headline who took the stage with high energy and powerful music.

Kaye Kelly and her strong voice filled the air while the band rocked Sorensen. The group clearly has a high degree of musical talent and carries with it an outstanding ability to fascinate audiences and captivate their attention. Perfection for this group may only be a word away.

Kaye-Kelly-sung several songs from their new CD including the title track "Coming Undone." "If That's What You Want" (which
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The newly elected Student Government Association Executive Board President Leo Higdon at this past Wednesday's Town Meeting held in the Sorensen Center for the Arts.

Students Raise Concerns at Town Meeting

BEN LEWIS

Prompably at 6:30 PM on Wednesday night, October 4, current SGA President Evan Gross got up on stage in the Sorensen Theater to introduce President Higdon. In doing so he indicated, "It's meetings like this that brings students, faculty, and staff together...it's meetings like this that makes our school so tightly knit."

Higdon began by informing the students that he has been doing a lot of traveling the past few weeks and has met with alumni in several cities including Boston, Hartford, San Jose, and New York.

While there, he talked to the alumni about Babson's goals and objectives, alliance with Olin, the use of technology and various other topics. Higdon pointed out that there were about 500 alumni that he met with in the Silicon Valley area alone.

After proceeding to tell students about Babson's future expansion plans (which include a new dorm and administration building, and expanding the Center for Executive Education), he added that the sports teams were off to an excellent start. Then he opened the floor up to questions from students.

The first of many student concerns raised was the lack of student housing. Higdon is aware of the problem and assured students that a new dorm is a priority for him. The only reason it
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Central Source Found in Sigma Phi Epsilon Tower

TRICIA CUBELLIS

In the early morning hours of Sunday, September 17, a central source was found in the Sigma Phi Epsilon Tower in Canfield.

On Saturday night, September 16, the Resident Director, Elizabeth Buckman expressed a concern about over-occupancy in the tower, said Dowler. He continued to say that, "Elizabeth said it was suspicious to have a fridge that large and that the size was illegal for the lounge."
Wireless Web Cards

Wireless Web Cards are now available at the Raymonds Campus Center Information Desk. Building As- sociates have Wireless Access Passes outlining the program. To use the program, go to Horn 225 with your laptop and Babson OneCard.

Breast Cancer Walk

The American Cancer Society's 2000 Making Strides against Breast Cancer Walk will be held this Sunday, October 15th.

Buses will leave at 9:00 AM and return at 2:00 PM for the five mile walk along the Charles River in Boston.

The buses are scheduled to be available from the Info Desk in Reynolds. If you have any questions, call Katie at x2355.

2002 Steering Committee

Class of 2002 Steering Committee elections for the class of 2002 Steering Committee will be held October 7th.

Nomination sheets are available in the Office of Class Deans in Reynolds. Nominations will be open on Monday October 2nd. Nomination forms must have 50 signatures of different names.

Babson Players Production—Lie, Cheat, and Genuflect

October 19-21, the Babson Players will present "Lie, Cheat, and Genuflect," a comedy by William Van Zandt and Jane Marsden. Performance times start at 8:00PM in the Sorenson Center. Tickets are available at the door or call at x3583.

SUNDAY 9/2000

2:19 P.M. Report of a noise complaint in Piatz; student asked to turn down music; officers checked, no noise.

2:44 P.M. Report of suspicious activity in Coleman; someone setting items down in their checked and nothing found. Officers will stay in area for awhile.

7:01 P.M. A report of a noise complaint in Piatz; RA notified and will check area.

SATURDAY 9/2000

12:31 A.M. Report of a disturbance in Coleman; Officers spoke to parties involved; report filed, no student relocated to another room.

1:37 A.M. Report of a noise complaint in Coleman; small group of students were having discussion, asked to keep the noise down.

1:55 A.M. Report of a disturbance in Coleman; Officer spoke to group, told to keep noise down.

6:11 A.M. Report of a fire alarm in Piatz; malfunction, alarm reset.


8:37 P.M. Report of motor vehicle vandalism in Athletic lot; officers found on vehicle, report filed.

8:50 P.M. Report of an odor of marijuana in PM; area checked, nothing found.

11:11 P.M. Report of an odor of marijuana in PM; area checked, odor found.

2:48 P.M. Report of a fire alarm in Piatz; checked, room called, no problem, alarm reset.

2:49 P.M. Report of a fire alarm in Piatz; checked, room called, no problem.

9:30 P.M. Report of a fire alarm in Piatz; checked, room called, no problem.

3:11 A.M. Report of a false fire alarm in Piatz; checked, area called, no problem.

12:11 A.M. Report of a fire alarm in Piatz; checked, area called, no problem.

12:12 A.M. Report of a fire alarm in Piatz; checked, area called, no problem.

4:25 P.M. Report of suspicious activity in Coleman; someone setting items down in their checked and nothing found. Officers will stay in area for awhile.

1:03 A.M. Report of a fire alarm in Van Winkle; unknown cause, alarm reset.

2:36 A.M. Report of a noise complaint in Piatz; RA notified and will check area.


2:36 A.M. Report of a noise complaint in Piatz; RA notified and will check area.

1:03 A.M. Report of a fire alarm in Van Winkle; unknown cause, alarm reset.

4:46 A.M. Report of vandalism in Trim; window found smashed in kitchen area, nothing found missing at this time, report filed.

9:19 A.M. Student reports her motorcycle stolen in Athletic lot; report filed.

2:09 P.M. Report of a larceny of a FAFSA in Recreation center; report filed.

SATURDAY 9/29/00

2:55 A.M. Report of a disturbance outside forest; Officers dis- patched to area; spoke to all par- ties involved; report filed, 1 non-student tresspassed and was es- corted off campus.


6:05 P.M. Report of vandalism in Piatz; someone damaged window and card reader outside the building; report filed, Physical Plant notified.

11:34 P.M. False ID confis- cated from student in Knight Area.

SUNDAY 10/1/00

12:34 A.M. Report of vandalism to card reader outside of Canfield; Physical Plant notified.

WEATHER FORECAST

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6TH

LOW 44 HIGH 65

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7TH

LOW 47 HIGH 68

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8TH

COLD

LOW 44 HIGH 59

MONDAY, OCTOBER 9TH

COLD

LOW 48 HIGH 59

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10TH

RAN

LOW 39 HIGH 56

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11TH

SLOW

LOW 29 HIGH 62

The Olm College of Engineer- ing will be opening its doors to 25-50 students who are being called the Olm Partners. It is these students who will be the core of the first official class for 2002. The college is looking to have an enrollment number between 80 and 100 students for 2002.

The Olm Partners will participate in five-year programs and will help the faculty design the college's curriculum. The Partners will also have credits for the classes that they take for the trial year.

The Partners will be meeting with professors and conducting focus groups, where they will give feedback. The Partners may also journey to other schools to observe their curriculums.

The school has been receiving a lot of publicity lately, which has brought a lot of new enrollment applications for the Olm Partners. On September 12th the application deadline for the Olm Partners went up online.

Rod Crafts, Dean of Students Af- fairs, says that "the application day the application went up, a good number of students started the application process." Olm will still accept applications, he added.
Startemup.com presents JumpStart2K Conference and Business Plan Challenge

MAJOR in the NEW ECONOMY

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2000 @ 7:30PM-10PM
>>> THE COLONNADE HOTEL - BOSTON
>>> 120 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

>> FREE ADMISSION WITH RESUME
>> SEATS LIMITED!! REGISTER TODAY AT WWW.STARTEMUP.COM
>> WIN A HANDSPRING VISOR PDA

>> SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
Benjamin Malka, Managing Director, North Hill Ventures
Izhar Armony, Principal, Charles River Ventures
Brandon Busteed, Founder and CEO, Outside the Classroom, Inc.
George Neble, New England eBusiness Practice, Arthur Andersen

>> IN AFFILIATION WITH:
Arcadia Partners
Battery Ventures
Charles River Ventures
North Hill Ventures
Zero Stage Capital
Audax Group
Cambridge Incubator
Kestrel Venture Management
YankeeTek Ventures

>> REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.STARTEMUP.COM
Town Meeting Raises Concerns
Continued From Page 1
has not been built is due to lack of capital. A second issue raised was the lack of political activism on campus. This discussion was heated at times, but it came down to Higdon asking for input. He asked the audience, "How can we peak interest to get people to come to events like this?"

Answers students gave to this brought up the next issue. Several students expressed how helpless they feel when trying to arrange change on campuses and felt that this was a contributing factor to why people do not attend events such as this Town Meeting.

Upon hearing this, Higdon expressed his concern and indicated that he is willing to meet with SGA on a regular basis to discuss and bring to their attention issues that students are concerned about. Students expressed irritation with the current parking situation on campus, however something is being done to help alleviate the matter. A committee is in the process of assessing the parking situation throughout the campus, and the college will spend $5 million on the new parking garage that is going to be built between Webster and CEE. In addition, Olin also owes Babson between 20-30 parking spaces from taking the lower Coleman Lot from the College last year. When asked about the results of the new marketing plan thus far, Higdon was frank in saying that the feedback has been mixed. "There are people who do not like it," he said, "but most people do like the 'Always Thinking' platform."

In response to several questions on this topic, Higdon pointed out that Babson is not a university; we are not huge and do not have a wide array of programs. Posed with this problem, he asked the students, "Considering this, how would you go branding for Babson and how else would we get our image out?"

"By not doing students from areas we are not known to look at Babson, how do we extend our reputation?" asked Higdon. He proceeded to inform the students that this was a multi-year effort and that the wider world had to appeal to alumni, students, and prospective students, which posed quite a challenge in itself.

Other concerns were raised, such as lack of support for Entrepreneurship concerns, lack of funding for CCD, and lack of certain MIS classes. After the meeting ended, again Group got up and introduced each new member of the Executive Board to the audience before closing the meeting.

SGA Election Results
Continued From Page 1
with 132 votes. For Executive Vice President, Karloutos won with 233 votes while Robert Dillon received 175 votes and Jared McNab received 147 votes.

Potter won the Vice President of Finance elections with 298 votes. Dave Reis followed him with 228 votes.

Bashas was reelected to the Vice President of Commerce post with 308 votes while Mark Diogovanni received 244 votes. Kelly Kapp ran unopposed for VP of Communications with 463 votes. There were also a couple of write-ins for this position.

After being officially introduced to the Babson community, the new Executive Board was eager to get to business. Following the end of the Town Meeting, they had their own meeting to discuss future plans.

"One of the main things that we want to accomplish is to get feedback from students on campus and establish a clear line of communication between the students and faculty," said Brancad, who continued, "We think that a good way to start is with a weekly SGA article in the 'Free Press' discussing current issues."

Karloutos added, by saying, "It was apparent from the meeting tonight that students feel they cannot accomplish or change anything on campus and we want to change that."

The Babson Players
Continued From Page 1
sounded more like a pop song," and "Speak my Heart."

The Kaye Kelly Group and their folk rock sound were refreshing to listen to in what has become the night of the girl and boy pop singers.

Upcoming Sorensen events include: Heart Boy Edwards on October 11th and 'Lie, Cheat, and

The Babson Players provided a rousing show and a great way to spend a Thursday evening. The performance was another great piece of evidence that the Sorensen events are much better than the average student thinks.

The Theatre has come a long way, and is continuing to provide wonderful entertainment to the Babson community.

Central Source Found in SigEp
Continued From Page 1
punchbowl or beerhall (p. 75). In this case, the central source consisted of obtaining sealed Jugs filled with alcoholic punch, two of which were actual alcohol bottles filled with the punch, according to Scott Dowler, former President of the fraternity.

The refrigerator in question was described by Dowler as a five foot tall, one and a half foot deep, and two foot wide, glass fronted with clear glass front covered with paper that was unplugged on the first floor of the Tower.

In response to Buckman's charges of a central source and over occupancy, Campus Security was called in to take pictures. Sergeant Walker and Officer Miller responded by carrying out a procedure, which consisted of searching the tower, taking pictures of the source and asking that all the alcohol be poured out. The situation was evaluated by Campus Life and "SigEp was found responsible for violating the College's unauthorizes central source policy. All unauthorized event policy and provid-

ing alcohol to minors policy," Tim Mann said.

An Administrative Review decided the outcomes of this event to be the probation of the fraternity for the academic year, suspension of Sigma Phi Epsilon's special privileges until October 2001 and required participation of the E-Board members in an E-Board seminar.

These outcomes are those of the College and "are independent of any action Sigma Phi Epsilon may take on any involved member or what Sigma Phi Epsilon Nationals may choose to take on this chapter," commented Mann.

In reaction to this incident, Pina commented, "My initial reaction to any accustory situation is worry. Sometimes I feel that the perception of Babson is that a great man or woman is great in spirit of their Greek affiliation as opposed to being human."

This sentiment was shared by Mann who said that, "While Greek student leaders work hard across campus to build a positive relationship with the community, these incidents do overshadow the many wonderful things that fraternity and sorority members do for Babson and their members."

Dowler wanted to make it clear that, "It was not an organizational event, it was an individual event, and was my event, my responsibility, not the organization's."

Students!
Work Flexible Hours
Win $1,000!

Doover Saddlery, the world's premier equestrian supply company, is now hiring at many levels. Join us and earn a chance to win $1,000, 3004 Center Street, P.O. Box 224 for details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOCIATES
Flexible hours—full-time, part-time and weekends. Responsibilities include the courtesous servicing of customer telephone questions and orders.

DATA ENTRY / RECEIVING
Setting reliable, detail-oriented individuals to work in our fast-paced environment. Quick and accurate typing is a must. PC skills (Office 97/77) a plus.

RETAIL STORE SALES ASSOCIATES
Flexible hours—full-time, part-time and weekends. Responsibilities include the courteous servicing of store customers, stock shelves and cashiers duties.

WAREHOUSE HELP
$8.00-$9.75 per hour
Flexible hours—full-time, part-time and weekends. Responsibilities include picking and packing orders. Heavy lifting required.

* All positions include a full benefits package.
* No experience necessary. Paid training for all positions.
* Excellent employee discount program.

Equestrian/horse experience, although not required, is a plus for all of the above positions.

For immediate consideration, details or interviews, call Cheryl at 508-232-8244 or stop by for an application.

Doover Saddlery
41 Pope Road
Holliston, MA 01746
Digging Ourselves a Tallow Grave

DOUGLAS AMERMANN
Opinion Editor

I took a little vacation to the Finger Lakes in Central New York (one of my favorite spots), only to find that the weather took a turn for the worse and began to wonder about life.

It's hard not to think about life when you're sitting in a cozy chair by the fireplace, relishing a good book. While reading a book that you've always wanted to peruse, you start to wonder about the meaning of life. Ok, maybe life is better pondered when it's so good.

Once I got back down (in a cozy chair and the like), I began to reflect a little about humanity.

I used to think that humanity was like a giant clothes washer in that a load of laundry would come out, and almost everything would be fine, except one sock that the middle of which had lost its mate.

That sock would then be relegated to spending the rest of its life in the darkest corner of the washer, hoping and dreaming that someday it would find its sole (paw) partner.

So I'm a cynic, like that's something you didn't know by now.

One day you would reach deep into that unforgiving corner of your drawer, and at the point at which this singular sock was feeling the most scared, excited, and ecstatic about that moment it had waited its long, lonely life for, you would use it to clean the bearings in your inline skates, then throw it away.

So I'm a cynic, like that's something you didn't know by now.

But since I've been on hiatus for three months, my views have changed, albeit ever so slightly.

Now I look at humanity as a massive, incandescent candle.

To all students in the Babson College Community:

We hope that this fall semester is going well for everyone on campus. As we approach a busy time in the semester, we hope that the College Judicial Board has been doing its part to help ensure academic integrity and order on campus.

As a reminder, the Board is a group comprised of students, faculty, and staff whose job is to uphold academic standards and ensure that all members of the community adhere to the College's academic policies.

Please refer to the college's handbook or the driver's policy which can be located in the Office of Student Affairs or the Office of Class Deans.

We also encourage you to use all the resources Babson has to offer: the Counseling Center, the Math Resource Center, the Career Center, Deans, faculty, and mentors. All of these services are available to assist you in avoiding violating policies.

Please refer to your class handbook/planner for the college's policies and the policy brochure which can be located in the Office of Student Affairs or the Office of Class Deans to avoid a violation yourself.

Dear Students:

Our lives, which are represented by matches, rotate around each other in the fiery orb of time. Every once in a while the dancing cancer of life consumes one of the matches, and it bursts into flame.

As the fire is burning, however, the wood of the match is structurally weakened by the fire growing around it, and eventually its charred remains break in half (and die).

I don't know whether any of this means, other than the fact that I should be on fire.

I hear that valium does wonders nowadays.

So since we are all wondering right now, "Wow, we're burning matches! I thought I felt thirsty?" please feel free to stop down at Roger's Pub and enjoy a draft beer.

Maybe you'll find the meaning of life at the bottom of your glass, but until then I'll just be on fire.

Wellesley Fire Department: thanks for playing.

Babson, the Spiritless School

At many colleges around the nation the spring weeks rally around athletic squads, political events, or other happenings. For Babson students there is a large organization or even a small group.

These students rally for their rights on campus, for the football team to beat the other team, for a law to be made into a simple thing to be saved. This effort brings forth great school spirit, but the students still have to make sure the school at the same time.

Finally, the Student Government Association was able to accomplish their goal and help out, but were the students attending?

Accordingly, when tuition rose, who really questioned the move? And most importantly, when I got my report card switched to being almost exclusively guys, was there to keep an eye on the school? The important issues on campus seem to be ignored by the people of this town. In it, we're not because we are all capitalists, training to be the leaders of the country someday.

Hopefully, in the future we can fight for what we believe in and what is important to us.

For one thing, a Saturday afternoon at a men's soccer game, the stands are sparsely populated, and students are rarely seen at any home athletic event, but where are all the students? Are the events not well promoted by the athletic office, but shouldn't we be looking to NEWMAC champions? And the university sports, are they the only ones to come to the events and support our peers?

Why do the students of Babson College care so little about our athletic institutions?

Furthermore, on a Saturday afternoon at a men's hockey game, the stands were sparsely populated, and students are rarely seen at any home athletic event, but where are all the students? Are the events not well promoted by the athletic office, but shouldn't we be looking to NEWMAC champions? And the university sports, are they the only ones to come to the events and support our peers?

President Higdon valiantly attempts to make every sporting event on campus and be well attended. The students could at least give some of their time.

Our men's soccer team is off to its best start since 1991, the women's basketball team was in Division II Central champions, maybe each of us should take the extra little effort to cheer the women's field hockey team on, or maybe attend a soccer game. After all, it will not kill you.

Babson possesses so much history and is getting better everyday, but still it lacks that extra spirit. The big game atmosphere, the students who want to care enough to do something, and everyone working to make a school great are all too much lost. Why? I have attempted to find out, but I cannot tell you. Maybe we all should take a little pride in the Babson Braves, or maybe enjoy the school we attend.

Babson Free Press
EMC Corporation, the worldwide leader in Enterprise Storage systems, software, and services, is in your life more than you think. In fact, chances are, we’re in your life when you use your credit card, make airline reservations, or hop on the Internet to surf, shop, or even look for a job!

Your MBA is your key to getting into our life. Turn the key, and discover an exciting future and a world of opportunity at EMC.

Come learn about exciting career opportunities for talented MBAs at our ON-CAMPUS PRESENTATION: OCTOBER 19

- the #1 provider of enterprise storage solutions worldwide
- a Fortune 500 superpower bursting with start-up energy
- a place to learn from top minds...see all the latest tools...learn up with decision-makers...feel valued and rewarded
- a company committed to employee education and professional development
- a creative corporate culture that supports your growth without cramming your style.

Come to our presentation on campus, or for more information about EMC or to apply online, please visit us at www.EMC.com. You may also send your resume directly to university@emc.com. Human Resources, University Recruiting, Job Code MBA00. EMC Corporation, 3 Technology Drive, Milford, MA 01757-3681.

EMC² 
where information lives

EMC is an equal opportunity employer that values the strength diversity brings to our workplace.

ON-CAMPUS PRESENTATION: OCTOBER 19

Here is a list of just some of the positions we currently have available for MBA grads:
- Project Manager
- Associate Program Manager
- Associate Product Manager
- Marketing Manager
- Marketing Consultant
- Internet Capital Investment Manager

www.emc.com

HOW HIGH CAN YOU GET...NATURALLY

Sponsored by Health Services and Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity

Submit your favorite way of getting high without using drugs or alcohol.

1st Prize: $50 Bertucci's Certificate

2nd Prize: 4 Movie Passes

3rd Prize: 2 Movie Passes

Email or mail your entries by October 11 to: Ian L. Wong, Health Services

Babson Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgendered Straight Alliance

Support Your Friends

National Coming Out Day
October 11, 2000

Events:
- Learn What You Can Do!
  Reynolds Main Street
  11:00 - 5:30pm

- Reception w/ special guest speaker Judy "JJ" Jackson, Assistant to President Higdon
  Trim 203/204 5:30-8pm

Coming enjoy light refreshments.

The Babson Free Press

Campaign Free.

x4229
Website Review of the Week: Citysearch.com - Best of Boston

For those international students, and also those from states such as Washington, D.C. last year, Prague, the capital of the Czech Republic looked much like a war zone than anything else.

The protesses are a part of the growing anti-capitalist movement. About 422 protesses were detained only after the first day in which 1,000 police tried to stop the protests. Beginning last Monday, the meetings of the protesses seemed to start off on a peaceful note. However, the protest quickly escalated into a rampage and put a black mark on the meetings held by the two organizations.

Some of the peaceful leaders of the movement have noted that the early closure and post-nasal and post-shots of the meetings signifies a victory, for now.

The organizations, seen by the protesses as protecting the strong, play a big role in today's society. By helping out countries in need. The IMF is seen as the leader of last resort to most countries whose economies are regulatized around the world.

The protesses mark the third incident of violence at the meetings of major international finance organizations over the past year. While the police say many of the protesses were there for violence, the true anti-capitalists were there to spread their message.

In the end, the meetings concluded a day early, rather than the original plan of five. Although the protesses believe they are closing in on their goal.

The IMF and the World Bank are two of the world's leading organizations that look to remain as the bastions of global capitalism in the future, but protesses like this might stop them from achieving their goals.

Another Dot Bomb: X.com On The Rocks

TO ROLL: Contributing Writer

We have all heard dot.com horror stories in the past few years, such as Amazon, who can't turn a profit, and Pets.com, who don't sell or do business properly. Now it seems as if the online bank X.com may join their ranks.

For those who are unfamiliar with X.com, it is the largest Internet-based financial network. In an email dated 9/14/2000, they pride themselves on being "a safer, faster, easier, and cheaper way to move money in today's digital economy."

It seems, however, that X.com is in a bit of financial turmoil. In an email dated 9/14/2000, they sent out to all of their 3.5 million users saying, "As of today, the Bank is eliminating all overdraft lines of credit, no bank customers through X.com will be able to borrow additional funds against their overdraft line of credit."

This action would encourage people with smaller accounts, who took advantage of X.com's low interest rates, to either move their money to another bank or deposit more money into their accounts. By offering no warning to its users, X.com has irrevocably deserted many of its users. Although the X.com card still would work for the debit card, X.com users would not be able to use their cards to charge anything over their account balances.

Although no X.com user can currently return to the status of their online bank, it may be a wise decision to deposit your money elsewhere.

Example Of What X.com's policy could have affected you:

You open an account with X.com by depositing a $200.00 check. You receive an overdraft protection credit line of $4000.00 and are getting ready to pay some bills. You write 10 checks, equaling $1000.00, and use your X.com account to pay the bills. Lets say one check is for your books and totals $500.00. You send your bill payments out on 9/27/2000, the day before X.com sends out their email eliminating all lines of credit. A few days later the first check comes in for the $500.00 in books. Because there is no overdraft protection, the book check bounces. Your X.com account is de-activated. BANK NSF fee reduces your balance to $150.00.

Later, the check for your new stereo bill comes in at $250.00, but again with no overdraft protection it bounces as well and another BANK NSF fee reduces your balance to $150.00.

The next night the other eight bills come in at the $150.00 balance covers only one of those eight bills. The other 7 incur the BANK NSF fee. Now you have a negative account balance of -$75.00.

And before they get back those 9 companies run your checks through again, and of course the checks bounce again so they're hit with a second round of 9 more BANK NSF fees bringing their balance to -$4000.00.

Plus, they still have to pay a certain NSF fees to the respective companies when they return which will be 18% of the "penny another $450.00.

This change in X.com policy for you $850.00 so far and you still have the $850.00 in bills to pay.
Babson's Future: Beavers Are "Damned," Bring on the Beemers

BRIAN CUTLIP
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

I'd first like to welcome myself into my new Free Press role as Lifestyle Editor.

My Business and Tech to Lifestyles conversion will give me a greater avenue to express my current suppressed artistic ability. I also have plenty of things to say. In my first random installment, I'd like to take a look at what Babson might look like in the year 2065.

The Beaver is retired. After years of political upheaval, it's finally decided that the completely unifying beaver mascot should be changed to something more modern.

After weeks of campaigning, the Babson College mascot was changed to the Babson Beemers in 2062.

Since the laptop became obsolete in 2013, Babson now offers its entire incoming freshman classes a fresh new BMW, complete with cell phone and a semester ticket to Avalon.

The guy-girl ratio slants to all time lows. Noticing a steady decline in female interest since Babson decided to let the gender even apply, the ratio in 2063 is even bleaker than any of us could imagine.

The current 3:1 ratio looks like a godsend compared to Babson's former ratio of 1:5,643:1.

After a 2061 Free Press conspiracy stating "Babson women are like oni-ting quotes: all taken or handicapped" on the front page, female freshmen applicants drop significantly until finally dwindling down to just one girl in 2065.

Her name is Michelle. You can catch her at Avalon.

The campus is overrun with artificial turf. Deciding that they hadn't screwed up the school enough with putting turf on Updike Fields, Babson administrators decide to turf the entire campus, complete with turf blackbirds and turf chicken and cheeses.

Since the laptop became obsolete in 2013, Babson now offers its entire incoming freshman classes a fresh new BMW, complete with cell phone and a semester ticket to Avalon.

Babson field hockey thrives. (Editor's Note - Though how this circumstance exists when the presence of so few women on campus is undetermined, apparently.

Roger's Pub expands. Park Manor Central is revamped.

With increased interest in the Pub stemming from the brutal realization that alcohol is the cause of all of life's problems, Roger's Pub decides to expand and causes a complete PMC overhaul.

Custoins take the plate of the second floor, a roller coaster is installed around the perimeter, but not allowed to hang into walls, spin out, and everyone's favorite, slam into the back of your friends.

All of these infractions will earn you a penalty and require you to sit in the penalty box for your next time around.

For those who think that 35 dollars is a little pricey, Fi Boston provides an ornate billiards room if your friends are racing. Additionally, the warehouse setup has been done very exquisitely to make the place as upscale as possible.

There is a nice restaurant and lounge from where you can see the city track and watch the races as they go. Additionally, there is a balcony overlooking the track where you can watch your friends race.

Finally, an electronic board is constantly flashing the lap times and race position of each driver, by name, throughout each race.

While our trip to Fi Boston yielded Win "Muffin Man Lite" Fransam as the champion, the race is still under protest. Be careful not to receive any penalties, or your lap time will be set back severely. Just ask one time race leader and protesting member of the team, Brandon Bledrige.

For a good night's activity, that is not too far away, but does cost a bundle, step by Fi Boston. Every racer must have a license, and must also purchase a license (10 bucks for a day, $25 for a year) from the company. While it seems expensive, it is definitely worth trying at least once while you are here.

Anthony Mayne for The Babson Free Press and Daily Campus have the dice and cards themselves have adequately sized instruments.

Students are now angry that the song "Heard It Through the Grapevine" is continuously looped in both Reynolds and Trim.

When I'm able to fix my crystal ball I just broke, I'll be able to see what else will change.

Nostradamus, eat my shorts.

FLI Boston: The Ride of your Life for only $35.00
DJ SCHEPPER
STAFF WRITER

A multi-level street course, a country course with sharp and winding turns, and a go-cart that can move at speeds up to 45 miles per hour; this is not your average motor track experience.

For those looking for an inexpensive, but fun, night in the South Shore area, check out FLI Boston situated back by 1.93 near the Braintree Mall.

FLI Boston provides a unique experience for those willing to fork over at least 35 bucks. Each rider gets his or her choice of track, city or country, for which they participate in a lap practice, and a 10 lap race.

All riders must be in a protective helmet, a neck brace, and a racing suit. Even more interesting is that at the beginning of both the practice and the race, a pace car is brought out to lead the riders around for one time before the race begins.

While it seems expensive, FLI Boston is a wonderful time for anyone wanting to venture over and find it.

After every race, all riders are provided a printout that tells how fast they were traveling on average, their fastest lap, race position, and how long it took them overall. This also provides a comparison between yourself and the other riders competing against you.

FLI Boston is a unique experience. While you race at high speeds, you are not allowed the traditional luxuries most other go-cart tracks provide. Drivers...
I Have the Best Mom In The World

TRICIA CUBELLI
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

I would like to let all of you know that I have the best mom around. I took a vote with myself and my mom won. Sorry, but the rest of your moms all lose. Heartbreaking, I know.

Now, some of you might be wondering what it is that makes my mom stand out so much more than the rest of yours, so at this moment, I would like to offer you all a brief explanation.

I always knew she was great, but I was in denial for quite sometime. I hated the fact that she always knew the right thing and was so understanding when I merely screwed up.

I mean, there are times when you just want her to shut up and not be right. Right? And sometimes getting punished kind of clears the guilt, you know? But all those times, she remained true to her best-momship.

I guess the first proof was when I was 14. My mom was down in Georgia visiting her family, and I just happened to know where the keys to her car were (big Ford Country Squire station wagon affectionately referred to as "Betty" - now you're jealous, as you should be).

My brother's friend had come over and needed a ride home, so of course I offered to drive him, since I was such an experienced driver and all. Hey, he was dumb enough to accept.

And so we're off - to the end of my driveway where I suddenly panic, throw Betty in reverse, slam on the gas, jerk the wheel to the left and oh, lovely day for hitting a big tree, isn't it? Ha ha. Ha? Not really that funny.

So my big brother took the rap for me by telling my mom he accidentally backed into her car. Right, that's a likely story. Makes perfect sense to think a Bronze would make such a stupid move in the back of her car.

But no questions were asked, and I got off scot-free.

Until one day I called her from a friend's house and she off-handedly remarked, "Patricia, you heard that trees like to jump behind cars lately."

Busted. Or not. No, instead of punishing me, she took a picture of me next to my new idea for a differentiating characteristic so as to target another segment of the car purchaser market (read: low-budget busted automobile lovers).

And ever since, things have happened to reinforce the undeniable truth that my mom is above and beyond the all-time greatest mom.

And that cake was iced this Saturday, September 30, when I called my mother at 2:07 A.M. completely obliterated to tell her just that, and to complain that I had fallen and scraped my hand (pathetic, I know).

So do you think she gets concerned or upset at me for being in the state I was or for the sheer fact that I was calling her at that hour? Nope. She just tells me to take two aspirin, wash my cuts so they don't get infected, go to bed and that she would call me in the morning.

Told you my mom was the best.

Finally, I present to you my SWOT Analysis (well, this is a business school and we are talking about competitive analysis, right?).

SWOT ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS
- High Product Quality (the usual): Nice, understanding, wicked funny, easy-going
- Brand Equity and Loyalty: won't be getting rid of her any time soon
- Let us eat cookies whenever we wanted and let us drink soda, no
- Didn't beat us with a 2x4 if we broke a coffee cup
- Didn't get mad that her 14 year old daughter decided to go for a joy ride on her own in family wagon

WEAKNESSES
- How can the best mom have any of these?

OPPORTUNITIES
- Gain unparalleled power and influence over all humankind ever known to history
- Dominate the world in order to allow college kids to forever participate in numerous sessions of heavy drinking of mass quantities of various types of alcohol in order to escape the reality that we have currently enslaved ourselves to the somewhat inadequate social scene provided at Babson College
- Become the hero to all college students worldwide

THREATS
- Being attacked by overly zealous and envious blood sucking vultures seeking to rob my mother of her identity in hopes of gaining similar recognition and status.

Top Ten Regrettable SGA Campaign Promises
10. "A girl for every guy on campus, and two BMWs in every stripped, explicitly marked 'No Parking' zone"

9. Construction of a reasonably priced on-campus brothel
8. Threat to "Nuke Bentley back to the Stone Age"
7. Death penalty for anybody caught urinating on the toilet seat
6. Creation of a secret police force to crackdown on underage drinkers
5. Change innuendo-laced school nickname "Beavers" to less offensive "One-Eyed Willies"
4. Offer classes for credit on more diverse subjects such as "Belching for Volume and Eloquence" and "Beers Most Likely to Get You Drunk Enough to Make Virtually Anybody Attractive To You"
3. Emphasize the worst possible qualities of Babson students in the new marketing campaign to lower employers' expectations of future performance
2. Share a rat-kabob with President Higdon "Survivor" style on luau night at Trim
1. Death by hanging for all individuals associated with the Free Press

First of all, the Sober Man is not homosexual, not that there's anything wrong with that, despite the appearance of this picture. It is meant only to offer a friendly guide to any individual who may feel the need for the possession of this volume.

When Well Intentioned Promises Go Bad

SEAN Carragher
MANAGING EDITOR

An editorial that appeared in last week's edition of Babson's favorite student-produced, inde-pendant newspaper, notably not written by myself, produced some degree of controversy. This was of course, because the upcoming U.S. presidential election, has put me in mind of the occasion, and has overwashed nature of campaign promises.

Indeed, had our current Stu
dents become presidents pos
tively been less sweeping and op
timistic in their projections for ac
complishing something which would not have been cast in the light so expressed by the editorial. Similarly, U.S. presidential candidates seem to make asser-
tions about their plans for spending, legal issues, and women with whom they will have illicit, kinky affairs with
out regard for the power ex-
ercised by Congress, the Su-
preme Court, and the women themselves over these con-
ters.

This piece, combined with the upcoming U.S. presidential election, has put me in mind of the occasion, and has overwashed nature of campaign promises.

Voters have, however, begun to discern the noise of the cam-
paign from the actual substance most important to their decision at the ballot box - namely, which candidate had the most generous display of affection with their wife.

After all, how well a candi-
date French kisses his wife is indicative of how sordid and deprived his affairs will be. Since most college students do not have the privilege of being married, or even be-
treasured, we are left with less objective criteria by which to make our decision.

And as one last reminder, sometimes one can attest, sometimes these promises look, shall we say, unfortunate, in hindsight.

Here now, the top ten most regrettable SGA campaign promises:

1. Death by hanging for all individuals associated with the Free Press
KEVIN RISNER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There are things in this world that are so beautiful that they are cherished and sustained for years. Regrettably, however, with this beauty, fewer people come to enjoy them.

Ballet is one of these so cherished forms, an art form forgotten by many of the teenagers of today, but which still occurs around the world. The classics have slowly been left behind, retained by only a few.

Yet there is no reason to give up now, for those few out there who still love the classics, and those who have an open mind, then the Boston Ballet is certainly a place that you should not miss while you are in Boston.

I have always loved classical music, and recently I had the opportunity to go watch The Four Seasons at the Wang Center in Boston. With the help of my friend Christopher Wheeldon, the ballet is sure to capture your attention and your soul.

Before the performance had even begun, I had already been drawn in by the beauty of the Wang Center. I stood surrounded by colleagues, most of whom were raving towards ceilings painted as if by Renaissance artists, walls as if gilded, and people dressed to impress.

The mood was one of anticipation, of the joy of enjoying the presence of so many other people also in love with ballet. Slowly the crowd filed into the stage area, taking their seats under an even more impressive ceiling. A coral skin of the ceilings of the Kings courts in Europe, beautifully detailed with paintings, statues, and gold lining.

I sat down and while looking down below the stage I saw the lead violinist sitting in the pit surrounded by the other members of the orchestra. The orchestra had already been preparing for the show. The light dimmed and the performance began.

The curtain rose, and with that I was fully enthralled by the music and dance which began to seep into my eyes and ears. The music flowed through the air, reaching my ears in beautiful harmony with the dancers’ movements.

A few days later, when we can set aside time and look into the past to view an art that has captivated people’s minds for thousands of years. Join us, and you are sure to see why it has survived for so long.

Audiences Will "Remember the Titans"

ANDREW BOYSEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Over this weekend I chose to see "Remember the Titans," a film directed by Jerry Bruckheimer and Disney. Bruckheimer is a prestigious producer, and Disney proved to be an adequate co-producer by not hurting the action or excitement in the film.

Movie Listings for Framingham 16

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
October 6th, 7th, and 8th

Meet the Parents, PG13
12:00, 1:15, 2:30, 4:00, 5:00, 6:45, 7:45, 9:15, 10:15
Space Cowboys, PG13
1:30, 4:45, 7:00
Almost Famous, R
1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11:00
Be Beautiful, PG13
1:30, 4:15, 6:45, 9:30
Bring It On, PG13
2:00, 7:00
Exorcist, R
1:00, 4:00, 7:00
Woman on Top, R
1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10:15
Remember the Titans, PG
12:00, 1:45, 2:30, 4:30, 5:00, 7:15, 7:45, 9:45, 10:15
Get Carter, R
1:15, 4:15, 7:30, 10:30
Girlfight, R
1:45, 4:45, 7:45, 10:30
Watcher, R
1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30
Space Cowboys, PG13
1:30, 4:45, 8:00
Be Beautiful, PG13
1:30, 4:15, 6:45, 9:30

Notorious bluesman Honeyboy Edwards will be playing at the Sorerensen Theater next Wednesday evening October 11 at 8 P.M. Honeyboy has been living the life of a musician for over 70 years which truly classifies him as legendary in the music world. The show is sure to please.

Classical Ensemble Arrives With A Babson Perspective

MATT OLSON
ARTS EDITOR

I was recently able to interview Adrienne Hartzell, a cellist and arts administrator in the Boston/Newton area who is the coordinator of the Babson Classical Ensemble.

She plays professionally and has taught music on a wide variety of levels, coached chamber music, and conducted chamber orchestras. Her present work is as a free-lance cellist and administrator of the New Philharmonia Orchestra. Here is what she had to say:

MATT: How long have you been involved in classical music?
ADRIENNE: I started studying piano at the age of 7, and have been teaching music for 25 years.

MATT: What do you see as the relationship between business and the arts?
ADRIENNE: Arts organizations are businesses. They also have a specific problem of needing to raise funds from the general public because...most musical ensembles receive less than 50% of their revenue from ticket sales. The interaction of the business community in support of the arts is critical to the success of any arts organization.

MATT: What would you like the Babson community to know about the Classical Music Ensemble?
ADRIENNE: We want the community to know that there is now an opportunity on campus to use their classical music instrument and experience to participate in or watch our performances.

MATT: How do you see as potential problems as the program grows?
ADRIENNE: Busy schedules. Everyone is very busy and it is hard to find time when the players that are needed for the group are available at the same time during the week.

MATT: How has the Babson Community accepted the Classical Music Ensemble?
ADRIENNE: There hasn’t been much feedback for feedback, but a number of interested people have responded.

MATT: Can you tell us a little bit about the performances this year?
ADRIENNE: I'm hoping the Classical Music Ensemble might play at various college events during the year.

MATT: Tell us about the music that the Classical Music Ensemble will play.
ADRIENNE: It looks as though we are going to have a piano quartet...and a mixed ensemble with piano, viola, and clarinet.

MATT: What will you be playing?
ADRIENNE: The ensemble will be playing a woodwind ensemble, which will use flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and horn, and that ensemble will be a mix of students, faculty, and community people.

MATT: What do you see the future holding for the Classical Music Ensemble?
ADRIENNE: I'd love to see it grow into a chamber orchestra. I'd also like to see a brass ensemble formed at some point in the future.

MATT: How did this program originate?
ADRIENNE: It originates out of the mutual interests of Burt Hash and the Sorerensen Center for the Arts and the interest of the New Philharmonia Orchestra in bringing an orchestra presence to the campus.

MATT: Any final thoughts?
ADRIENNE: If there are more people on campus that haven’t been in touch, that I would love to hear from them at any time, my feeling is that you have to speak up when it crosses your mind. They can email me at akh@hks.dorh.edu. People can also visit the website at musicforall.org.
Go Down Under With Intramural Soccer

MARIO RODRIGUEZ & MATT MARGOLIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

In the world down under, played on the Lower Fields, Babson saw Turkish Power extend its shootout streak to 60 minutes after defeating Theta Chi 3-0.

Babson Select recorded their first victory with a 4-3 victory over K2. Seth Waterman and Crazy Kbird did their best to post a comeback in the final 2 minutes of play, but Babson Select was too hungry for the victory.

Oscar Alhos dominated the Devils 12-0 as they looked forward to the playoffs and a chance to avenge their only loss so far in 3 contests versus Turkish Power. The SigEp Raiders, led by Nate Mega's 2 goals, held on to beat the Warriors 2-0 and hand them their first loss of the season. SigEp has emerged as one of the elite teams in the league down under and they are hungry for the playoffs and a chance to take on the Turkish Power.

SigEp Raiders and Turkish Power are the only undefeated teams remaining and are looking to hold onto a top seed in the tournament. The weekly power ranking as voted by the Referee's and League Commissioner is as follows:

1. Turkish Power (3-0) Can anyone score on them? I see them in the finals but who can give them a game?
2. SigEp Raiders (3-0) Led by Dan Indoe in goal, he looks to extend his streak of shutouts to 3.
3. Oscar Alhos (2-1) Have outscored their opponents 17-1 since their week 1 loss to Turkish Power.
4. Warriors (2-1) Suffered first loss to SigEp Raiders, look for this team to bounce back strong and challenge for the league title come tournament time.
5. Babson Select (1-2) Got their first victory this week; the question is will this give them momentum going forward?
6. K2 (1-2) Have fallen severely since their week 1 dominance, can Waterman and K-Bird turn things around?
7. Devils (0-3) Team is still looking for its first goal; enough said?
8. Theta Chi (0-3) I'd like to see them play the Devils so one team can say, "at least we won a game".

Now YOU have an opportunity to:

- Get Stock Options of the Promising Internet Startup!
- Get paid for your work!
- Get great experience while working with a real Internet Startup Company!
- Enhance your resume!

Some of the assignments will include:

- Research
- Writing up marketing materials
- Creating content for a web site
- Surveying
- Improving the Business Plan (That is what Babson is known for!)
- Developing financial models and proformas
- Etc.

Interested?
Call us now to schedule an interview!
(617) 596-3000
or email your resume to Alexander Kesler at babson@ekesler.com

MEN'S SOCCER PUSHES UNDEFEATED STREAK TO 9

DJ SCHEPKER
STAFF WRITER

The Babson College Men's Soccer team pushed it's record to 8-6-1 over its last 9 games with a 1-0 win over Endicott Power Gulls. The win nosed the Babson Beavers third victory in the month. This marks the best beginning for a Babson men's soccer team since 1993, with a 9-1-2 start.

Babson has used a lot of effort from the entire team, not relying on one man to provide offense. Sunday's showdown was just one more example of this teamwork. "Last year we had a lot of individual efforts that won us games," Sophomore Addison Marsh stated. "This year everyone understands their role on the team and as a result we are playing unselfishly, playing as a team, and winning games."

An early goal by Lou Wolf '01 propelled Babson to the advantage. As Wolf raced toward the Endicott goal after the ball, the Power Gulls defensemen knocked over the goalie giving Wolf the entire back of the net just a few yards away. While not being the prettiest goal in his career, it gave the soccer team the advantage.

Backed by a swarming defense of Addison Marsh '03 and Jay McManamon '02, Babson took a 1-0 lead into the half. Just several minutes into the second half, however, Endicott capitalized on a Babson mistake as a forward put the ball just over goalkeeper Nick Todd's '02 head and into the net from the 18 yard marker. The error was one of only a few in the Beavers' defense as they clamped down for the rest of the game and allowed few shots on goal.

On the other end of the field, Babson turned it on late in the game. 3 goals in the last 30 minutes finished off an intense flurry by the offensive side. Pete DiDomizio '03 scored the go-ahead goal off a pass from Joe Plaisance '04. Plaisance continued his offensive tear after scoring 4 goals in the past two weeks, two in a 4-0 win over Salve Regina on Saturday.

Shaun Dowell '04 and Matt Kersker '03 scored Babson's final two goals to put the game out of reach. Kersker's goal came with just over 7 minutes left to play in the game. After several attempts to put the ball into the net by Babson players, the ball landed on Kersker's foot about 15 yards out and he planted a missile into the left portion of the Endicott goal.

This final goal put an exclamation on the game for Babson.

Last Wednesday, the Babson Beavers defeated the Endicott Gulls by a score of 3-1. Shaun Fitzgerald '01 and Keith Florian '01 combined for 3 goals and an assist to lift the Babson to victory. The 4-0 victory over Salve Regina also saw goals from Florian and Mark Abrahm '03. This is Abraham's first goal of the season.

Sunday's win over Endicott also saw the return of goalkeeper Nick Todd from injury.

The men's soccer team now looks poised to continue in league play after beginning with a 2-0 record.

LEHMAN BROTHERS

Lehman Brothers cordially invites undergraduates to attend a presentation on career opportunities in the

Finance Division

Wednesday, October 11, 2000
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Reynolds Room 244

Lehman Brothers is an equal opportunity employer.

www.lehman.com
Sports

Women's Tennis is Shutting Them Down

BETH KNORER
Staff Writer

Last week was a slow week for the women's tennis team as their only scheduled match was postponed due to dismal weather. The match vs. Wheaton was rescheduled for October 13th at 3:30.

This past weekend saw the Babson women's tennis squad and number one doubles team combined for an 11-3 record at one and two singles and a 4-3 mark at number one doubles.

Women's Volleyball Holds .500

CHRIS PERRY
Staff Writer

This week the women's volleyball team had an up-and-down week.

Babson's first game this week was against Coast Guard Academy, one of their chief NEWMAC rivals.

The game was very close through the first two sets. Coast Guard won the first set 15-9, and the Babson ladies came back in the second set to win 15-9.

In the third set, there were a number of long volleys and close calls but Coast Guard managed to hold on for a 15-13 win. The Coles cruised in the fourth set 15-3 to win the match.

On Saturday, the team traveled to Pine Manor and won in straight sets by respective scores of 15-11, 15-13, and 15-10.

In Saturday's action, the Beavers split a double-header at Roger Williams.

In their first game, the team lost a close Colby-Sawyer in straight sets 16-12, 15-1, and 15-12.

In the second game, however, the Babson women regrouped to beat Roger Williams in four sets. After winning the first two sets, 15-12 and 15-1, the Beavers played tied set 15-17 and then breezed past RWU in the fourth set 15-6, 15-7, 15-8, 15-13.

After this week's action the Babson women moved to 4-2 in their four NEWMAC play. Overall, the Beavers remained at .500 for the season as they continue to work on their game.

This week the team's first game is at home against cross-town rival Wesleyan in a NEWMAC battle.

The Babson women's field hockey team brought home their first win in NEWMAC play on Tuesday afternoon with a 2-0 win over Wheaton College. Sarah Lange '03 scored the only goal the Babson Beavers needed to get the win. Teammates Armando '01 and Colleen Kelly '04 teamed up in the net to earn a shutout to share the victory.

Lange's goal came 22 minutes into the game. It was her fourth of the season and provided a much needed lift for the field hockey team. Less than 10 minutes into the game, the team's insurance goal when Torrence Cullen '04 put an extra from Armando Hill '01 into the back of the goal. Hill's assist was her 4th of the season and puts her to within 5 of the all time career mark at Babson.

The goaltenders combined for 5 saves in the net. The win pushed the field hockey team to a 5-3 record overall. Additionally, it brought their conference record up to 2-0.

This should provide solid momentum for the rest of this week's games.

Field Hockey Picks Up First Conference Win of Season

DJ SCHOEPFER
Staff Writer

The Babson women's field hockey team scored their first win in NEWMAC play on Tuesday afternoon with a 2-0 win over Wheaton College. Sarah Lange '03 scored the only goal the Babson Beavers needed to get the win. Teammates Armando '01 and Colleen Kelly '04 teamed up in the net to earn a shutout to share the victory.

Lange's goal came 22 minutes into the game. It was her fourth of the season and provided a much needed lift for the field hockey team. Less than 10 minutes into the game, the team's insurance goal when Torrence Cullen '04 put an extra from Armando Hill '01 into the back of the goal. Hill's assist was her 4th of the season and puts her to within 5 of the all time career mark at Babson.

The goaltenders combined for 5 saves in the net. The win pushed the field hockey team to a 5-3 record overall. Additionally, it brought their conference record up to 2-0.

This should provide solid momentum for the rest of this week's games.

Science

Men's Rugby Raises Victory Cry Of "Oh, Canada!"

DAN KOPCOS
Staff Writer

I've seen many games where great athletes donned their green jerseys and played their hearts out against formidable opponents, but Saturday at home, Babson put out one of their best performances.

In a game eighty minutes in length, it is rare that the very last play of the match wins or loses the ball game. This past Saturday, that very thing happened, however.

With almost no time left in regulation, Babson scrummed down against the Trinity pack on the five-meter line. Because it was Trinity's put-in, they won the ball and charged toward the Babson defense.

As they crossed the line, it seemed that Babson might lose the game until the Beavers held the runner up, and got the ball back. This was a culmination of nine minutes of tough defense. One play after another, the referees whistled blow after blow declaring the Babson defenders the victors by one point.

There were too many great performances to mention, but one that stands out was captain John "Caino" Genovese. Caino's put-in was key to the first half that set up a try by way of two Canadians.

This was a nail-biting, toe-to-toe battle that had Babson down 3-0 and then a 7-0 lead. The outcome of the game was anything but certain, however.

The 2:00 victory came fresh off a heartbreaking loss to Dartmouth with Col- lege on Saturday. After regulation, the game was deadlocked at 0-0. Once again, Armando and Kelly teamed up to make the shutout in regulation. The game then went to penalty strokes at the end.

Babson back Heather Cochrane '01 scored the only goal for the team as Armando scored 2-1 on the strokes.

This victory marked the second game of the conference season and started the field hockey team on the right foot. The Wheaton vic- tory seems to have them back on track however.

Additionally, last week's action saw Babson sweep the entire conference against MIT at home, when one of the officials showed up late again.

Finally, Thursday's action saw Bowdoin College shutout the field hockey team 3-0. Babson played tough to the end and stayed in the game. It was not until the last game that Babson goalie Jackie Biro '03.

Babson came back strong for the remaining 40 minutes of soccer action, but the Babson Beavers could not convert.

Babson would fire 14 shots throughout the game, yet the Smith goalkeeper made 5 crucial saves on the day to end Babson's hopes.

Another memorable moment came when captain Danny "D-Mod" McConnell slid his leg over. Some keen eye in their own territory setting up a try by inside center Dan McCune '04.

Some great hits were seen such as when "Crazy" Carl Beckerman flattened a Trinity runner into the air and body-slammed him into the ground. Similarly, Mike "Biggie" Graham played as opponent with a vicious straight arm.

Toby "Gigolo" Donalson hit three Babson players in the game, but has yet to miss a kick for points since joining the club.

Babson is now focused on bringing home another victory when it travels to Roger Williams this com-ing Saturday.

The killer’s loss is due to the kick of one Trinity player; however, they have 4 more pieces on the other side. Good performances were abund-ant, including several of those play-ers as Ben Levengrond and Devon Mclean, each of whom played well on both sides of the ball. Dave Huo smoked his opponent by managing to get high enough in the linew.

The club would like to thank Pro- fessor Jeff Buzbee for allowing the team access to the equipment room so that the game against Trinity could be filmed.

Women's Soccer Edged Out By Smith College 1-0

VIN FRAMULARO
Sports Editor

The Babson Women's Soccer team suffered a hard fought de-feat this past Saturday at the hands of Smith College.

Smith managed to slip by Babson in the second half to earn the 1-0 victory; the Babson loss is the fifth game that the ladies have been edged 1-0 in the sea-son.

The Babson ladies are now 3-3 in the NEWMAC.

The game was at a stand-still throughout the entire first half, as both Babson battled back and forth.

The evenly played match saw Babson control much of the second half when Smith's Maddie Frey '01 managed to find the net over Babson goalie Jackie Biro '03.

Babson came back strong for the remaining 40 minutes of soccer action, but the Babson Beavers could not convert.

Babson would fire 14 shots throughout the game, yet the Smith goalkeeper made 5 crucial saves on the day to end Babson's hopes.

Babson's next home game is Saturday at 1:00 P.M., October 14th, versus Coast Guard. The Babson ladies are now 0-3 in the NEWMAC.